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Bear Necessities

The Ground Rules:
The Sound Foundations philosophy:
as a teacher, your objective is to get your 
pupil to make the maximum number of 
correct responses—and the fewest errors—in 
the available time.  if you manage to do this, 
you cannot go far wrong.

1. Teach—don’t test.  Whenever a child gets 
stuck, say the sounds for them or tell them 
the word.  do not force them to ‘work it out 
for themselves’.  You do not want to make 
reading into a struggle.

2. do not give ticks for a ‘good try’.  Just practise 
it and go back to it the next day.

3. Keep the lesson going at a cracking pace.  do 
not let your pupil’s attention wander.

4. daily lessons are essential.  You only need to 
find 10 minutes per day for each slow reader.

Introduction:
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The Teaching Techniques:
1. Using the flashcards—oddly enough, this 

can be the hardest part!  if you did not grow 
up playing card games, just handling the cards 
can be tricky.  Be sure you read the instructions 
carefully.

2. Using the cursor—this is quite easy to learn.  
the cursor trains the child to read from left 
to right, and it trains them to look at every 
letter in a word.

3. The Flashback Technique—after you have 
corrected an error, you must return to the 
same item again.   

all this is explained on the following pages.  
Please read them carefully.
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The Flashcards—it is not enough just to ‘know’ your 
letter-sounds.  if the response is not instant and automatic, 
your pupil will not be able to concentrate on sounding 
out words.  You must practise the flashcards every lesson 
while using Bear necessities.

there are two sets of flashcards.  the first set is printed on green 
card.  You will use this set right at the beginning.  the second set 
is printed on blue card. Keep this set somewhere safe as you will 
need it when your pupil progresses to Bear Necessities A2.

Cut up the green flashcards carefully following the lines.  the 
cards are awkward to handle if they are not all the same size.  the 
flashcards are numbered.  it is important to teach them in order.  

Getting started—First, you must find out which sounds your 
pupil already knows.  Present the flashcards, one at a time, and ask 
what sound the letter makes.  if the child gives the letter name, say
 “that’s the name of the letter.  What sound does it make?”  
once the pupil has missed five in a row, it is best to stop.  Put all 
the cards he knows in the pocket inside the front cover of the book.  
Put the rest in the pocket inside the back pocket.  Keep them in 
order.

Daily revision—at the beginning of each lesson, go through all 
the cards in the front pocket.  as the pupil gets each one right place 
it in a pile in front of him.

if the pupil makes a mistake, use the Flashback Technique:
•	 tell the pupil the right sound,
•	 ask him to repeat it,
•	 place the card behind the next one.
When the card comes up again he will almost certainly get it right 
and you will have converted an error into a success.

Shuffle the cards to mix up the order before you put them away.
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until you get to page 39, it is best to revise the cards at the 
beginning and end of each lesson.

Introducing a new sound—When you have finished the first daily 
revision then, unless your pupil has made more than two errors, 
you should introduce a new sound. 
Select the lowest-numbered card from the back pocket.  Hold it 
up and say; 
 “this card makes the sound xx.  What sound?”
Make sure he pronounces the sound correctly.  if he has a speech 
defect, make sure that he pronounces it as he does in a word.  
•	Pick out three flashcards that the pupil already knows well.  they 
should not look or sound like the letter you are introducing. 
•	Mix the new card in with them and practise until the new sound 
is pronounced correctly every time.  
Your pupil may well have forgotten the new sound by the next 
day.  if he has, just use the Flashback technique.  in a few days he 
should get it right the first time he sees it.

When to stop using the green flashcards—When the pupil can 
say a sound quicker than you can flip the flashcard then, unless 
that sound has yet to be introduced in the book, you can stop 
practising the card.  the vowels and digraphs always take longer 
to learn—you will still be practising some of them when you start 
Bear Necessities A2.
do not be tempted to stop using the flashcards too soon.  Children 
must be able to respond instantly and automatically to letters or 
they will have trouble blending.  You must “practise past the point 
of perfection.”  and no—your pupils will not get bored: children 
love getting it right!
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Using the cursor—a cursor is a blank piece of card, 
about the size of a business card, with a small notch cut out of one 
corner.  You must use the cursor at all times.  

•	When your pupil is sounding out a word, you can reveal one 
sound at a time.  For example; the word shark has three sounds—
sh...ar...k.  

•	When	your	pupil	already	knows	a	word,	just move the cursor 
smoothly and quickly across the letters.  never sound out words 
if you do not need to.
•	If	your	pupil	makes	a	mistake,	you	can	back	up	with	the	cursor 
and then sound out the word.
the cursor eliminates visual confusion.  When children are 
struggling with reading or have been taught to read whole words, 
their eyes often jump all over the place, trying to scramble the 
letters to make a ‘fit’ with a word they know.  

if you use the cursor, it is highly unlikely that your pupil will need 
coloured overlays or tinted glasses.

sh

 shar

   shark
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The Flashback Technique—is used every time 
your pupil makes an error.   if you go back to the instructions for 
using the flashcards, you will see that when your pupil has forgotten 
a sound, you tell him what it is and put it behind the next card.  
that way it comes up again while it is still fresh in his memory.  
this is an example of the Flashback Technique.

You will also use the Flashback Technique when your pupil is 
reading words.  if your pupil fails to read the word:
•	correct him,
•	get him to repeat it,
•	go on to the next item,
•	go back to the one he just missed, 
•	when you have finished a line, go back again to any words missed,
•	when you have finished the exercise for the day, go back over all 
words missed again.   
this way, your pupil will usually earn his tick for the line the next 
day.  (Remember—you never tick a line when the pupil gets it right 
on the second go—you must wait until the next lesson.)

The Teaching Environment—always teach your 
pupil in a quiet room with no distractions.  do not let him bring 
toys or a mobile phone with him.  
always sit facing your pupil.  it is very difficult to use the cursor 
effectively if you are sitting side-by-side. You need eye contact.  
When you are facing your pupil it is easier to see when he is 
confused or getting tired.  You can step in right away and show 
him what to do before he makes a mistake and loses confidence. 
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Bear Necessities

Start here!
Oral Blending with pictures:
Remember-you must practise the flashcards at the beginning and end 
of each session—see p. 6 for instructions.

nB: always say the sounds in words with a very short but distinct 
gap.  You should be able to say the sounds c-a-t in one second—this 
is not difficult if you get rid of “uh” sound.  

1st trial—onset and rime
 
Say to your pupil, 

“Here are pictures of a cat, a dog and a man. I’m going 
to break these words up.  Can you point to the d-og?”

“Good.  Now point to the c-at.”

“Well done.  Point to the m-an.”

—Repeat this once or twice, mixing up the order.  as soon as 
your pupil is confident with this exercise, turn immediately 
to page 12.

Absolute Beginners:

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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Oral Blending: 1st trial—onset and rime

/c/at/

/d/og/

/m/an/

Remember to practise the flashcards twice a day.
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Oral Blending with pictures:

2nd trial—phonemes

Say to your pupil, 

“Now we are going to make this a little harder.  Can 
you point to the c-a-t?”

(Go back to page 10 if pupil cannot do this.)

“Good.  Now point to the d-o-g.”

“Well done.  Point to the m-a-n.”

(Practise this several times,mixing up the order, until pupil 
is confident.)
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Oral Blending with pictures: 2nd trial—phonemes

/c/a/t/

/d/o/g/

/m/a/n/
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Oral Blending with pictures:

3rd trial—onset and rime

Say to your pupil, 

“Here are pictures of a bird, a fork and a zip.  Can you 
point to the z-ip?”

“the f-ork?”  

“the b-ird?”

(Repeat until firm—then go immediately to page 16.)

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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Oral Blending: 3rd trial—onset and rime
don’t forget your flashcards.

/b/ird/

/z/ip/

/f/ork/
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Oral Blending with pictures:

4th trial—phonemes
 
Say to your pupil, 

“Now we are going to make this a little harder.  Can 
you point to the f-or-k?”

(Go back to page 14 if pupil cannot do this.)

“Good.  Now point to the z-i-p.”

“Well done.  Point to the b-ir-d.”

(Practise this several times until pupil is confident.)
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Oral Blending: 4th trial—phonemes

/b/ir/d/

/z/i/p/

/f/or/k/

Remember, ir in bird says /er/—not /i/r/
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Oral Blending with pictures:
5th trial—onset and rime
 

Say to your pupil, 

“Here are pictures of a pig, a fish and some teeth.  
Can you point to the t-eeth?”

“the p-ig?”

“the f-ish?”  

(Repeat until firm—then go immediately to page 20.)

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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Oral Blending: 5th trial—onset and rime
don’t forget to do the flashcards twice each day!!

/t/ee/th/

/p/ig/

/t/eeth/

/f/ish/
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Oral Blending with pictures:
6th trial—phonemes
 
Say to your pupil, 

“Now we are going to make this a little harder.  Can 
you point to the p-i-g?”

(Go back to page 18 if pupil cannot do this.)

“Good.  Now point to the t-ee-th.”

“Well done.  Point to the f-i-sh.”

(Practise this several times until pupil is confident.)
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/t/ee/th/

/p/i/g/

/t/ee/th/

/f/i/sh/

Oral Blending: 6th trial—phonemes
don’t give hints—model and ‘flashback’
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Optional: more oral blending exercises

Pupils who found the previous oral blending exercises easy may go 
straight on to page 27, the Bearly Reading level.  

For others, there are four more pages of oral blending exercises.  
the first page contains words they have already done—but in a 
different order.  

Start with the first three pictures on page 23—cover up the rest of 
the page with a piece of paper to prevent distraction.  use exactly 
the same procedure as you did before—ask your pupil to point to 
the f-i-sh, the d-o-g, or the t-ee-th (in any order).

then uncover the next three pictures and practise those, along with 
the first three.  then uncover the page and mix up all nine examples.  
You may do these four pages as often as you like—most children 
enjoy them.  You can always come back to them if they are struggling 
at the Bearly Reading level.
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/b/ir/d/

Oral Blending with pictures: phonemes

/c/a/t/

/d/o/g/

/m/a/n/

/t/ee/th/

/f/or/k/

always practise the flashcards at the beginning and end of each session.

/f/i/sh/

/p/i/g/

/z/i/p/

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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Oral Blending with pictures: phonemes

/d/u/ck/ /p/i/n/

/t/oa/d/ /w/e/b/ /h/or/se/

/sh/e/ll/ /d/o/ll/ /sh/ee/p/

don’t give hints—model and ‘flashback’

/c/a/n/
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Oral Blending with pictures: phonemes

/j/a/m/

/s/o/ck/ /b/a/t/

/j/u/g/ /c/ow/ /m/a/p/

add a new flashcard every day.

/c/ar/ /l/o/ck/

/b/u/g/

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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Oral Blending with pictures: phonemes

/b/oo/k/ /sh/ar/k/ /sh/i/p/

/g/u/ll/ /g/oa/t/ /g/ir/l/

/c/u/p/ /c/a/p/ /c/o/p/

don’t forget the flashcards!
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bear necessities

Transfer of oral blending to print—how

to use the ‘Bearly Reading’ pages:

First—

Pupils trace letters with a pencil, saying sounds as they write

them.   Start on the dot and follow the arrows.

s a t p i n
Nothing to this—if necessary, guide the pupil’s hand.

(Children who find handwriting difficult will benefit greatly

from our apples and pears spelling and writing

programme.)

Second—

� You say the sounds in ‘sat’ as you move the cursor.

Then you ask, “What word?”

Oral

sat

trace

sat
read

sat
�

Bearly Reading:

s a t p i n

Bear Necessities

Apples and Pears
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Fourth—

� You move the cursor and ask the pupil to say the sounds

himself.  Once more, you ask “What word?”

Third—

� The pupil traces the word, saying the sounds.  Again,

you ask “What word?”

Oral

sat

trace

sat
read

sat

This is virtually fool-proof—but it’s still a big deal, the

child has read his (or her) first word!  Congratulations

are in order!  Repeat this procedure with the next three

words on the page.

Oral

sat

trace

sat
read

sat

�

�

Bear Necessities
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s a t p i n
Oral

sat

pin

tap

sit

trace

sat

pin

tap

sit

read

sat

pin

tap

sit

Remember to practise the flashcards at least once a day.

admin
SAMPLE
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Oral

cat

hot

pan

cop

trace

cat

hot

pan

cop

read

cat

hot

pan

cop

c o h p a n
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Oral

rat

pig

get

rip

trace

rat

pig

get

rip

read

rat

pig

get

rip

g r e p i t

admin
SAMPLE
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Oral

red

gum

dog

mud

trace

red

 gum

dog

 mud

read

red

gum

dog

mud

d m u r e g
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Oral

big

fun

leg

fib

trace

big

 fun

leg

fib

read

big

fun

leg

fib

l f b p i n

admin
SAMPLE
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Oral

see

shop

jet

feet

trace

see

 shop

jet

 feet

read

see

shop

jet

feet

sh j ee p o s
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Oral

car

kid

zip

dark

trace

car

kid

zip

dark

read

car

kid

zip

dark

ar k z d p i

admin
SAMPLE
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Oral

fox

week

yes

wish

trace

fox

week

yes

wish

read

fox

week

yes

wish

 x y ee sh o
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bear necessities

Oral

van

jug

meet

jar

trace

van

jug

meet

jar

read

van

jug

meet

jar

v j u ee ar g

admin
SAMPLE
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Bear Necessities Nearly there:

Transfer of oral blending to print—how 
to use the ‘Nearly there’ pages:
1. Tracing the letters—capital letters are introduced here.  
Children hardly ever have any trouble with them. 

2.  Do the “Warm-up”.  This works exactly the same as 
the “Bearly Reading” exercises you have just finished.  Do 
all four examples at one go.  Then proceed immediately to 
the “Real Deal”.

3.  The “Real Deal”.  This time, the pupil has to read all 
four words without help.  They will still be fresh in memory 
and very few pupils will have any trouble.  They must read 
all four words correctly to get a tick.  If they cannot,  just 
practise the difficult word(s), and try again the next day 
(Always do the “Warm-up” before attempting the “Real 
Deal”).

If the pupil is still struggling—
1.  When the pupil is sounding out, tell him to shout out 
 the sounds (It helps to have a private room!)  This 
 almost always works.
2.  If this does not work, you might consider switching to 
 Bearing Away.  Once your pupil has finished that, he 
 can come back to this book.
3.  Please phone or e-mail for further advice—contact 
 details are at the front of the book.
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sS aA tT pP nN

The Real Deal!!

sat pin tap sit

Oral

sat

pin

tap

sit

trace

sat
pin
tap
sit

read

sat

pin

tap

sit

W
a
r
m

 
U

p

The Real Deal!!

cat hot pan cop

Oral

cat

hot

pan

cop

trace

cat
hot
pan
cop

read

cat

hot

pan

cop

W
a
r
m

 
U

p

admin
SAMPLE
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cC oO hH gG rR

The Real Deal!!

rat get pig rip

Oral

rat

get

pig

rip

trace

rat
get
pig
rip

read

rat

get

pig

rip

W
a
r
m

 
U

p

The Real Deal!!

red gum dog mud

Oral

red

gum

dog

mud

trace

red
gum
dog
mud

read

red

gum

dog

mud

W
a
r
m

 
U

p
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eE dD mM uU fF

The Real Deal!!

big fun leg fib

Oral

big

fun

leg

fib

trace

big
fun
leg
fib

read

big

fun

leg

fib

W
a
r
m

 
U

p

The Real Deal!!

see shop jet feet

Oral

see

shop

jet

feet

trace

see
shop
jet
feet

read

see

shop

jet

feet

W
a
r
m

 
U

p

admin
SAMPLE
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bB jJ lL kK wW

The Real Deal!!

car kid zip dark

Oral

car

kid

zip

dark

trace

car
kid
zip
dark

read

car

kid

zip

dark

W
a
r
m

 
U

p

The Real Deal!!

fox week yes wish

Oral

fox

week

yes

wish

trace

fox
week
yes
wish

read

fox

week

yes

wish

W
a
r
m

 
U

p
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xX yY zZ vV bB

The Real Deal!!

van jug meet jar

Oral

van

jug

meet

jar

trace

van
jug

meet
jar

read

van

jug

meet

jar

W
a
r
m

 
U

p

The Real Deal!!

did can need pet

Oral

did

can

need

pet

trace

did
can
need
pet

read

did

can

need

pet

W
a
r
m

 
U

p

admin
SAMPLE
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rR eE dD hH nN

The Real Deal!!

got feed bed his

Oral

got

feed

bed

his

trace

got
feed
bed
his

read

got

feed

bed

his

W
a
r
m

 
U

p

The Real Deal!!

will bad keep bet

Oral

will

bad

keep

bet

trace

will
bad
keep
bet

read

will

bad

keep

bet

W
a
r
m

 
U

p
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fF tT mM kK lL

The Real Deal!!

Tom dug Mark well

Oral

Tom

dug

Mark

well

trace

Tom
dug
Mark
well

read

Tom

dug

Mark

well

W
a
r
m

 
U

p

The Real Deal!!

dig Pat feel tub

Oral

dig

Pat

feel

tub

trace

dig
Pat
feel
tub

read

dig

Pat

feel

tub

W
a
r
m

 
U

p

admin
SAMPLE
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jJ gG aA rR eE

The Real Deal!!

fell deep   in Sam

Oral

fell

deep

in

Sam

trace

fell
deep
in

Sam

read

fell

deep

in

Sam

W
a
r
m

 
U

p

The Real Deal!!

Jim bus posh fix

Oral

Jim

bus

posh

fix

trace

Jim
bus
posh
fix

read

Jim

bus

posh

fix

W
a
r
m

 
U

p
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xX yY zZ uU dD

The Real Deal!!

park gas Josh but

Oral

park

gas

Josh

but

trace

park
gas
Josh
but

read

park

gas

Josh

but

W
a
r
m

 
U

p

The Real Deal!!

it Ron shed barn

Oral

it

Ron

shed

barn

trace

it
Ron
shed
barn

read

it

Ron

shed

barn

W
a
r
m

 
U

p

admin
SAMPLE
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rR eE hH mM pP

The Real Deal!!

met bark and Sam

Oral

met

bark

and

Sam

trace

met
bark
and
Sam

read

met

bark

and

Sam

W
a
r
m

 
U

p

The Real Deal!!

Shep Zak Kim at

Oral

Shep

Zak

Kim

at

trace

Shep
Zak
Kim
at

read

Shep

Zak

Kim

at

W
a
r
m

 
U

p
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gG aA dD nN tT

The Real Deal!!

ca sh box job vet

Oral

ca sh

box

job

vet

trace

cash
box
job
vet

read

ca sh

box

job

vet

W
a
r
m

 
U

p

The Real Deal!!

wet cod Mum fish

Oral

wet

cod

Mum

fish

trace

wet
cod
Mum
fish

read

wet

cod

Mum

fish

W
a
r
m

 
U

p

admin
SAMPLE
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bB fF mM lL cC

The Real Deal!!

mop carp   up hit

Oral

mop

carp

up

hit

trace

mop
carp
up
hit

read

mop

carp

up

hit

W
a
r
m

 
U

p

The Real Deal!!

not run sell mad

Oral

not

run

sell

mad

trace

not
run
sell
mad

read

not

run

sell

mad

W
a
r
m

 
U

p
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Bear Necessities
!

Congratulations
you are

Really Reading!
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Bear Necessities

Decoding Power Pages:
These exercises are the ‘secret ingredient’ of Bear Necessities.  
All good readers can decode letters to sound, even if they 
have never seen the word before.  This is how good readers 
learn new words.

When children read the words on the Decoding Power 
Pages, they should not be trying to find a ‘match’ with 
a word they know.  All the words on Decoding Power 
Pages are regular—they can all be ‘sounded out’ without 
any guesswork.  Some of the words are very unusual, like 
‘quern’,  ‘bort’ and ‘loach’—but they are all real words.

Remember—you must always use the cursor.  You must 
teach pupils to scan from left to right and to read every 
sound.

Do not give a tick for a ‘good try’. Your pupil must get all 
the words on a line right, without any help, to earn a tick.  
If you think he will be able to get it right on his own, you 
can back up the cursor and let him try again, but do not let 
him struggle or guess.  If he has forgotten the sounds or is 
unable to blend them, say the sounds yourself and let him 
say the word.  If he is in a total muddle, model the whole 
process and then get him to repeat it.  Always go back to 
any word you helped with—see The Flashback Technique 
on page 9.

Don’t forget to do the flashcards at least once a day!

Really Reading!
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DECODING        POWER       PAGE
Always use the cursor!

cat red pig

mud hot leg

big fun dog

fox van yes

but him rat

kid job had

sat get mug 

cup top will

zip mess can

has it wet
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Pam Tom Meg

wet mad fun

is got will

Sam Pat Tim

Max run had

Sam got wet.

Max had fun.

Pat will run.

Tim is mad.

sS  mM  pP  tT   S   P   M   T
Multi-sensory ‘boxes’—First, pupils trace the letters, saying the sound (or 

word) as they write it.  Next, pupils read what they have traced.

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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see   seem wish

shop dish need

meet keep fish

ee   sh        ee   sh
Using the cursor with digraphs—always reveal both letters at once.

I  t h e  I  t h e

Exception (tricky) words appear in greyscale in boxes.   Move 
the cursor smoothly across the letters while saying the sounds in 
the word.  If your pupil gets confused, point out which sounds are 
regular and which are tricky.  If he cannot read the word, model 
the correct response, then use the Flashback Technique.   Then he 
traces all the words, saying each word as he has traces it.  After 
this, the pupil reads all the words again.  Always prompt as needed; 
practise until firm.

I can see the cat.

I need the big box.

Can I keep it? 
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Bear Necessities

The Bear Market; Act 1:
These little dialogues can be used in many different ways 
and you can invent your own.  Like all of our stories, they 
should be regarded as enjoyment—pupils do not need to 
get ticks.  Here are a few suggestions:

1. The easiest way—especially for weak pupils—is for the 
 teacher to read the first part, asking the questions, and 
 the pupil to reply.

2. As with other sentence-reading excercises, it is usually 
best for pupils to read a line first for accuracy, sounding  
out each word if necessary, and secondly for fluency.  
Always use the cursor.  

3. Pupils can re-read the passages on successive days to 
improve accuracy and/or fluency.  

4. Better pupils can read both parts—perhaps even 
adopting a different voice for each role.

5. You can get two pupils together to do the different roles.

6. You can even have pairs of pupils perform for the whole 
class—this will give them a real sense of achievement.

Children love ‘Bear Markets’, so why not end each session 
by going back to re-read one of their favourites?  Let them 
colour in the pictures—in their own time, of course!

Don’t forget to do the flashcards at least once a day!

The Bear Market:
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Pat: Did Tom get a dog?

Sam: Yes, Tom got a big dog.

Pat: Can Tom keep the dog?

Sam: Yes, Tom can keep his dog.

Pat: Will Jim feed his dog?

Sam: Yes, Jim will feed the dog.

Pat: Will the dog need a bed?

Sam: Yes, his dog will need a  bed.

Pat: Can Jim pet the dog?

Sam: Yes, Jim can pet his dog. 

The Bear Market 1

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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Tom got a big dog.
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Remember to practise the flashcards at least once a day.

Ben Dan Jim

Ted Sam am

see seem dish

tell hug off

in it  is

bB  dD  jJ  D  J   B

I  t he  I  the
Dan is in the box.

I can see Jim.

Ben has the fish.
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ee   sh   ar
Do not award ticks for a ‘good try’—your pupil will pay for it later!

see  seen ship

car card fish

meet hard keep

I wish I had a car.

Dan is in the shop.

I will get the dog.

Will I meet him?

Ben can keep the fish.

Can I see the card?

I the  I  the

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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Ron: Can Mark dig the well?

Tam: Yes, Mark dug a deep well.

Ron: Did Josh see the well?

Tam: No, Josh fell in the well.

Ron: Did Josh get wet?

Tam: Yes, Josh got wet.

Ron: Will Josh feel bad?

Tam: No, Josh got in a hot tub.

Ron: Can Mark sit in the hot tub?

Tam: No, Mark can sit in the car. 

The Bear Market 2

No  no  the
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Josh got in a hot tub.
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gut egg jet

cop sell hen

feet shut car

nod lip hog

mop pit bug

hard feed mash

till job men

set did puff

kill yet jazz

park shop seed

DECODING        POWER       PAGE
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Remember to practise the flashcards at least once a day.

bar barn sheep

shut Mark week

feed dark shark 

ee  ar  sh

I you the I you the
Can you get the mop?

Did you feed the shark?

I will sit in the car.

Mark has six sheep.

Will you meet him?

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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Zak: Did Ned get a posh car?

Jim: Yes, Ned got a posh car.

Zak: Can you fix his car?

Jim: Yes, I can fix the car.

Zak: Will the car run?

Jim: No, his car will not run.  It has 

 no gas.

Zak: Will Ned need a bus?

Jim: Yes, Ned will need the red bus.

Zak: Can you park the car in the barn?

Jim: No, but I can park it in the shed. 

The Bear Market 3
Don’t give hints—model and ‘flashback’.
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Ned got a posh car.
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lot  vat hill

shop wish meet

kiss net tax

ham  fit jug

hard dish keep

zap met jam

pass fin tub

hum miss gas

bark shed seem 

mat  bed tag

Your pupil may not know all the words on this page—see page 53

DECODING        POWER       PAGE
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Remember to practise the flashcards at least once a day.

Will you sit with them?

Can you get that mop?

Max has a red car.

Can I feed this sheep? 

Will I meet them?

this with park

peek that feed

them sharp sheep

th  ee  ar

I you the I you the

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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Seth: Did you meet Tom in the park?

Kim: Yes, I met Tom with his dog 
 Shep.

Seth: Did Shep run up the path?

Kim: No, Shep sat in the mud.

Seth: Did Tom get Shep in a bath?

Kim: Yes, Tom has Shep in the bath.

Seth: Will Tom shut off the hot tap?

Kim: No, Shep is a hot dog.

Seth: Will Shep bark a lot?

Kim: Yes, Shep will bark at Tom. 

The Bear Market 4
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Shep will bark at Tom.
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log map sip

this barn with

boss fix tap

sum get nut

far farm that

pill tip pop

lit yell bud

path card thin

bat us bet

feel bark peel

Do not give hints—model and ‘flashback’.

DECODING        POWER       PAGE
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If your pupil reads the sentence slowly, he should read it again. 

the    you   I

This is Tim.

Tim is a cop.

Can you see Tim?

Yes, I can see Tim.

Tim is a dim cop!

Tim has a big dog.

Max is his dog.

This is the cop car.

Will you sit with Max?

Will Tim sit with him?

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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Remember to practise the flashcards at least once a day.

Did she feel bad?

Can he see the thin man?

Will she sit with you?

Can he sell this car?

That is a big red shark.

She has a big farm.

feel  thin  that

far farm this

shark car need

ar  th  ee

he  she   he  she
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Any pupil who does not pass this test must go back to page 54.  This is very 
important—a child who is struggling will not be learning.  Contrary to what 
you would think, most children do not mind going back.  It is better than 
getting things wrong.  

If the pupil needs to go back, use a different coloured pencil for the tracing 
exercises and for ticking the boxes.

Timed reading: ‘Pass’ mark is 15 seconds per line.

Mastery Test

cat  red  pig

fox hot  yes

big fun  rat

Reading accuracy: Pass mark is one mistake.
Do not prompt.  You may allow the pupil to self correct, but you 
cannot say anything except  “Try again”.  

Tom has the car.

I can see Max.

Did you get wet?

Ben has six fish.

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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You have 
passed the 

First Mastery Test!

Bear Necessities

Well done!



!
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Ann Hal Ned

lark leek shell

mix fuzz miss

Tom Jill Dan

seed card dash

less muff lass

Bill Jim Meg

part keen posh

hH Gg aA nN G N H A
Your pupil may not know all the words on this page—see page 53.

DECODING        POWER       PAGE

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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ck   ar   th
Do not award ticks for a ‘good try’—your pupil will pay for it later!

Jack duck teeth

lard sick thick

harm bath lock

he   she   he   she
Did she see me?

Will he feed this duck?

Did you run up the path?

Jack got in the bath.

Has she fed that thin sheep?

That shark has sharp teeth.
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Bear Necessities

The Bear Market; Act 2:
The following scripts are all for three persons.  If you can 
get two or three pupils together, they can each read one 
part.  You can always set aside one day each week when 
pupils get together and play in the “Bear Market”.  

But if you have only one pupil, or you cannot schedule a 
small group, you can read these just as you did before. You 
will have to decide whether the pupil can manage one or 
two parts, and you can do the other(s).

The advantage of having three parts is that pupils will have 
to follow the script even when they are not speaking. You 
can use this to good advantage when working in small 
groups.

Here is one suggestion:  Get children to work in teams of 
three.  Let the poorest readers practise a bit more.  Then 
you can have competitions to see which group makes the 
fewest mistakes, which one puts on the best show, and 
which one reads the fastest—this way, all will get prizes, 
and the kids will love it.  You can even have the groups in 
the ‘audience’ marking a script for errors—this will keep 
them reading, too!

The Bear Market:
Add a new flashcard every day.
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Beth: If you need cash, you can 
 get a job.
Mick: Did Jack get a job?
Sam: Yes, he got a job at the fish 
 shop.
Beth: Did Jack sell you a fish?
Sam: No, he did not sell me a fish.
Mick: Will he sell me a cod fish?
Sam: No, but he will sell you a 
 carp.
Beth: Did Jack get mad with his boss?
Mick: Yes, he hit him with a wet 
 fish.
Beth: Did Jack get the sack?
Sam: You bet he got the sack!

The Bear Market 5

he   she   me
sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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she  he  you

Jack has a sheep farm.

Can you see his sheep?

He keeps his sheep in the barn.

Jess has a fish shop.

She will sell me a fish.

Will she cut up this fish?

This car will not run.

Can Ben fix this car?

He can park the car in the barn.

Did Mick feed the shark?

If your pupil reads the sentence slowly, he should read it again. 
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Rick: Is Bart in the pub with his dad?
Tam: No, he is in the pub with his mum.
Pat: Shall we sit in the bar?
Tam: No, Dad will not let me sit in 
 the bar.
Rick: Can we run up this path?
Pat: No, but you can run up that 
 path with me.
Rick: Did Jack run up the hill with Jill?
Tam: No, Jack sat on the deck with 
 me.
Pat: Will Nick sit with them?
Tam: No, Nick has cut his leg.
Rick: Will Nick feel bad?
Pat: No, Nick is with his dad.

The Bear Market 6

no  he  she  me  we
sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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up in at 

that peel mash

doll bell mill

if as am

than rock Carl

Bess hiss pass

Ben Pam Jill

us  on up

neck Mick buck

pP bB aA gG B G A P
Do not give hints—model and ‘flashback’.

DECODING        POWER       PAGE
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ck   ee   th
Do not award ticks for a ‘good try’—your pupil will pay for it later!

keep  Jack  with

beet pick back

luck them lock

she  he  you  me

She will feed the duck.

Will you keep it?

Meg and I had bad luck.

Ann sat back with them.

Can Jack pick the lock?

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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Jock: Did you see Mog pick up that 
 duck?

Mum: Yes, Mog is a bad cat.

Rick: Can I let Mog lick this dish?

Mum: No, Mog is not well.

Jock: Has Mog had a bad fish?

Rick: Yes, she has been sick!

Jock: Will you mop up this mess?

Rick: No, Mum will mop it up.

Mum: I will not mop it up!

Rick: Will you get the vet?

Mum: Yes, if you get Mog in this 
 box.

The Bear Market 7
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Get Mog in this box.
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cot nap rut

thin rush deck 

hid yet dip

kick sock mash

ebb kit wig

Beth than bark

fell fuss Ann

keel shed thick

pun Ken win

fF hH lL gG L H G F
You and your pupil may not know all the words on this page.

DECODING        POWER       PAGE
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Any pupil who does not pass this test must go back to page 77.  This is very 
important—a child who is struggling will not be learning.  Contrary to what 
you would think, most children do not mind going back.  It is better than 
getting things wrong.  

If the pupil needs to go back, use a different coloured pencil for the tracing 
exercises and for ticking the boxes.

Timed reading: ‘Pass’ mark is 15 seconds per line.

leg kid mix

van job yet

rag fox zip
Reading accuracy: Pass mark is one mistake.
Do not prompt.  You may allow the pupil to self correct, but you cannot 
say anything except  “Try again”.  

Can you see the car?

She has sharp teeth.

Will he get a job?

I wish I had a dog.

Did Max need a bath?

Mastery Test

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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Bear Necessities

Well done!

You have 
passed the 

Second Mastery Test!



!
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er   ck   th
Do not award ticks for a ‘good try’—your pupil will pay for it later!

her  herd  Beth

Vern Bert nerd

kerb neck thick

my   why   my   why
Tell her that I am sick.

Has Beth fed my pig?

Why did she tell my dad?

Vern has a thick neck.

Herb sat on the kerb.

Why did Jack pick up her sock?

Bert has six sheep in his herd.

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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Vern: Why is Herb sad?
Nick: Dad will not let him get a pet.
Meg: Has Herb been a bad lad?
Nick: No, but his Dad is mad at him.
Vern: Why is his Dad mad?
Nick: Dad sat on my pet rat.
Meg: Will my Mum let him get a pet  
  pig?
Vern: Yes, she can see that he is sad.
Meg: Will my Mum pick up a pig at 
 the pet shop?
Nick: No, but she will pick up a pet 
 duck.
Meg: Can she get a duck back on the 
 bus?
Vern: Yes, but she can not get a pig on 
 the bus.

The Bear Market 8

my   why   er
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Will my Mum let him get a pet pig?
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ship keep see cash

mix Ted bid fen

jerk that tick duck

week rush bark sheep

bib fad luff Jess

herd than with nerd

hard posh been sham 

wax moss con got

back deck thin Herb

part mash deep far

You and your pupil may not know all the words on this page.

DECODING        POWER       PAGE

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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Bear Necessities

Cloze Sentences:
Pupils enjoy these exercises, and they get to practise using 
the words they have learnt by reading them in meaningful 
sentences. 

In the box at the top of each page you will find the new 
words that the pupil will need in order to read the sentences.  
Most are exception (tricky) words or words with ambiguous 
digraphs.  Move the cursor smoothly across the letters 
while saying the sounds in the word.  If your pupil gets 
confused, point out which sounds are regular and which 
are tricky.  If he cannot read the word, model the correct 
response, then use the Flashback Technique and repeat each 
word until firm.

Reading the sentences: 
For this exercise you will need a blank sheet of thin 
card about A6 in size.  Cover the sentence and ask the 
pupil to read the three ‘answer’ words underneath the 
sentence first, using the cursor as usual. (This prevents 
him guessing at the missing word.)  Then let the pupil read 
the sentence, still using the cursor.  If the pupil reads the 
sentence and selects the right answer without prompting, 
circle the correct word.  (The pupil should not write the 
word—this takes too long and is a distraction.)  Otherwise, 
the sentence should be repeated in a subsequent lesson.   If 
the pupil does not know the meaning of a word, explain it 
as simply as possible—but in no circumstances encourage 
pupils to guess at words they have read incorrectly. 
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I am in a ___.

  hen bat van

We will sit on a ___.

  jug rug bell

She did not let me get a ___.

  pet hop lit

He did not tell his ___.

  hat cup dad

Did he miss his ___?

  dud dad did

Can a fat man dig a big ___?

  jug hill pit

I  he  she  me  we  be
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hard feel farm dish

Bart mash yard weeds

shark seeds Josh seen

Why is that shark sad?

Has she seen my seeds?

Bart has hit her car.

I will cut the weeds in the yard.

Why did Josh feel sick?

Shall I mix my dish of mash?

We had a hard job at the farm.

ee   ar   sh

my  why  my  why

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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Don: Why did Herb keep his bug in this 
 jar?

Peg: His mum will not let him keep a 
 bug in her bed.

Vern: Can we keep my pig in the jar?

Peg: No, a big pig will not fit in that jar.

Don: Shall we keep the pig in my bed?

Vern: No, my mum will not let us hug 
 my pig.

Peg: Why not keep the pig in the yard?

Don: Yes, the pig will rub her back in the 
 mud!

Vern: Shall we lock the pig in the yard?

Peg: Yes, then my mum can feed her.

Don: Then she will be a fat pig!

Vern: Did you see my pig dig a big pit?

Peg: Yes, Herb fell in the pit!

The Bear Market 9

my  why  she  we  be
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said   why   by
Tim, the dim cop.

Tim the dim cop has a dog.  Max is his dog.  

Max said, “I need a fish. A big fish on a dish.  

Can I get a fish?”

Tim said, “Why not?  Yes, you can get a fish.  

A big wet fish! Jess has a fish shop.  We can 

run by her fish shop in this car.”

Tim the dim cop got in the 

car.  Max got in the cop 

car.  But the car 

did not run.  Max said, 

“We need gas in 

this car!”

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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Always use the cursor!
chat her Herb that

much chop Bert chick

with  cheek rich than

Bert will not get rich this week.

My hen is with her chick.

I had a chat with Beth.

Why did you hit my cheek?

Herb has not fed my cat.

Vern did not tell me much.

I will chop up my log.

ch   er   th

my  why  my  why
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chip rich nerd berth

buff ness bin fib

fee shot feet carp

chat Serb much this

nag teg doff cox

bath herb kick ruck

cheek such arm peel

dish seem card lash

chin kerf chess chill

tod duff will fid

You and your pupil may not know all the words on this page.

DECODING        POWER       PAGE

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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Rich: Shall we run up to the park?

Merl: No, we can get a bus.

Rich: If you do not jog with me, you will 
 get fat.

Jack: Can we run by the chip shop?

Merl: Yes, then we can get fish and chips.

Jack: We can feed them to the ducks in 
 the park.

Rich: Can you see the hen with her chick?

Merl: Why did you let her get my chips?

Jack: She will not get fat—she will feed 
 her chick.

Merl: But I need my chips!

Jack: Then you can run back to the chip 
 shop.

Rich: Merl will not run if he can get a bus.

The Bear Market 10

by   to   ch
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I bet a fat dog is well ___.

  cat  fed ham

A bad kid hit his ___.

  nod hug dad

She did not let me on the ___.

  bus nut kit

Get the dog off the ___.

  gas  bed  pin

Can you get the lid off the ___?

  bug pig jam

The mad dog bit the man on his ___.

  hop  leg tub

I he  she  me  we  be
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Any pupil who does not pass this test must go back to page 91.  This is very 
important—a child who is struggling will not be learning.  Contrary to what 
you would think, most children do not mind going back.  It is better than 
getting things wrong.  

If the pupil needs to go back, use a different coloured pencil for the tracing 
exercises and for ticking the boxes.

Timed reading: ‘Pass’ mark is 15 seconds per line.

park keep this shop

with sharp her sick

need will dish with
Reading accuracy: Pass mark is one mistake.
Do not prompt.  You may allow the pupil to self correct, but you cannot 
say anything except  “Try again”.  

Why is she in my car?

cack can sit on the bed.

Tell me why you did that.

Did Bart cut the weeds?

Kim has a rash on her neck.

Mastery Test

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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Bear Necessities

Well done!
You have passed the 
Third Mastery Test!



!
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or   ch   ee

to do who to do who

for fork Ford Norm

torch beep pork much    

chop horn need Chet

Who has that red Ford?

Did he get much for his car?

Who will run up to the chip shop?

Do you need a torch to see in the dark?

Why did Chet beep his horn?

Did Norm do his job?

Who can get to the top?

Don’t give hints—model and ‘flashback’.

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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Jan: Who can get get this Ford to run?

Norm: My Mum said that she can do it.

Mark: I can see her in the barn.

Jan: If you beep the horn, she will see us.

Norm: My Mum can not see in the dark.

Jan: If we lit the torch, she will see us.

Mark: In this thick fog, she will not see my 

 torch.

Norm: Who will run to the barn to get my 

 Mum?

Jan: Do you need the torch to see in the 

 dark?

Norm: My Mum said she will not fix the car 

 if I am not in bed.

The Bear Market 11

said  do  who  or
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My Mum can not see in the dark.
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said to do who
The pork chop.

Tim the dim cop said, “We need to get gas.  

We can not get to the fish shop if we need 

gas.  Who can get a can of gas?”

Max said, “Yes, I can do that.  My pal Vern 

has a can.  I will see Vern, and then we can 

get the gas.”  Tim the dim cop said, “Why 

not?”

Max ran to get his pal Vern.  But then he met 

Herb, who had a big pork chop.  Max said, 

“Will you sell me that pork chop?”

Will Max get the gas?
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lord chap such corn

Vern teeth jerk fort

on inn ebb off

charm sort serf York

shell pass chill fuzz

thee chart check thug

lob zed jar fax

chin much term form

vim hack cash jib

cork moth chum Merl

You and your pupil may not know all the words on this page.

DECODING        POWER       PAGE

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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or  ch  qu Qu 

  why  fly

for fork quack torch

much quit chips quiz

rich Queen north quick

The Queen has had my fish and chips.

Did he get much for his car?

Why did that duck quack?

My dad has quit his job.

You can get my torch if it is dark.

We will fly up north this week.

You will not get rich in this quiz.
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Norm: Beth keeps her pet moth in a jar by 

 the porch.

Rich: Pam said the moth is sick—it will not fly.

Jan: Beth will cry if her moth is ill.

Rich: Who will run to get the vet?

Norm: Jack will be quick—he can fly to 

 the vet in his jet!

Jan: Do you need a sick-bag for that moth?

Norm: No, but I need a mop.

Rich: My mum said her mop is in her van.

Jan: See the moth fly—it is not ill!

Rich: Will the cat get the moth?

Norm: Will the fox get the cat?

Jan: Will the dog get the fox?

The Bear Market 12

said fly cry to do who

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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She has not fed the ___.

  map dog wet

Can you cut the fat off my ___?

  boss ham mud

My cat will sit on my ___.

  jam gum lap

If you get mud on me I will ___.

  cry hiss quack

She keeps her rag doll by her ___.

  fell tag bed

Why did she quit her ___?

  job jam jar

you  by  my  why  cry
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quick rich sort charm

Dick kerb Thor Perth

bar seen rash darn

quid porch quiff forth

Jack perm teeth thorn 

cuff bod hem nub 

worn chap quin nor

tern pith lick chuck

feed cart shun mark

lot zap tax tub

You and your pupil may not know all the words on this page.

DECODING        POWER       PAGE

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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er   ck   th
her Herb them Jack

perk luck Nick Beth

socks Rick Vern this

Did Nick give them his socks?

Do you have her torch?

Herb and Beth live on a ship.

Jack will perk up if she gives him a fish.

Rick has had bad luck this week.

Who did Vern give my chips to?

She did not give me much beef.  

Do not forget to do the flashcards at least once a day!

g ive have l i ve
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g ive have l i ve

chess Queen Norm chat

short chard corn quick

quiz Chuck quit York

Chet can have this corn if he is quick.

Chop up the chard and give it to the pigs.

We had a short chat with the Queen.

Norm has a chess set in that box.

Chuck quit his job at the farm.

Merl and Vern live in York.

We will have a short quiz at six.

or   ch   qu Qu
gG qu Qu yY bB Y B G

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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Bert: Did Vern give you six sheep?

Pam: Yes, my sheep live in my shack.

Seth: Have you fed them much mash?

Pam: No, but I give them beet and corn.

Bert: Is that why your sheep get fat?

Pam: No, I can not get them to jog to the 

 shop with me.

Seth: Why do you run to the shop?

Pam: If I am quick, I can get my chips.

Bert: Do you give the chips to the sheep?

Seth: Not if I get to them.

Bert: Who will give me a chip?

The Bear Market 13

fly  cry  give  have  live
qu
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My sheep live in my shack.
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Can I try on the red ___?

  pig hat mug

My dog will sit by ___.

  me in  up

Can you fill my ___?

  dog nap cup

Will you fly in a ___?

  bee jet hen

Why is she in ___?

  log pan bed

Will the hen let me get an ___?

  egg sun box

by  my  why  try  fly
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ay   qu  er

have give who by

say Merl quit hay

Vern queen way kerb

quick may  Herb day

Did the Queen say much to you?

May I sit by you on the kerb?

That is not the way to the park.

Who did you say that to?

If Herb is quick, he can have my fish.

Did Vern give the hay to the sheep?

Why did Merl quit his job? 

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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Any pupil who does not pass this test must go back to page 107.  This is 
very important—a child who is struggling will not be learning.  Contrary to 
what you would think, most children do not mind going back.  It is better 
than getting things wrong.  
If the pupil needs to go back, use a different coloured pencil for the tracing 
exercises and for ticking the boxes.

Timed reading: ‘Pass’ mark is 15 seconds per line.

Mastery Test

fork much that jerk

chop short Vern Beth

horn  Queen chat thin

Why did you try to fly?

Did you give them much cash?

Who has my red socks?

Do you see that big sheep?

Herb had my pork chop.

Reading accuracy: Pass mark is one mistake.
Do not prompt.  You may allow the pupil to self correct, but you cannot 
say anything except  “Try again”.  
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Bear Necessities

Well done!
You have passed the 
Fourth Mastery Test!



!
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Meg: If we nag my mum, she will give us 

 that horse.

Rod: My, this is a big horse.

Nick: Let us get up on her back.

Rod: I will give this horse a kick then 

 she will run

Meg: My, this horse is quick!

Nick: This horse is mad—Rod is a bad lad!

Meg: Who can get us off this horse?

Rod: If he is quick, my dad can get us off 

 this horse.

Nick: Is he as quick as this horse?

Rod: See my dad run!

Meg: No! He fell in a well!

Nick: Duck!  This horse will run in that 

 barn!

The Bear Market 14

to  who  give

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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are so no go
Max’s shorts.

Herb said to Max, “Why yes, I will sell you 

this pork chop.  Give me six rats and you can 

have it.”

Max said, “I do 

not have six rats, 

but I can give you 

my shorts.  I have 

had a bath this week, 

so my shorts are not 

so bad.”

Herb said, “I do not need the shorts.  But you 

are a dog, so you can get six rats.  Then you 

can have this pork chop.”

Do you need six rats?
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deep sham deed barn

say kerf York may

berth shack then lay

fort quell porch cheep

ray verb bay short

nosh card leek harsh

term lack pert shorn

nay chart quill pay

check quiff dorm such

sill mass bet mug

Do not award ticks for a ‘good try’—your pupil will pay for it later!

DECODING        POWER       PAGE

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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Norm: Can you see if Shep will fly?

Tom: Shep is a dog, and dogs do not fly.

Chuck: You can fly if you try!

Norm: If we try to give Shep a bath, then 

 he will fly.

Tom: No, my dad will say we are bad 

 lads if we do that.

Chuck: May I try to fly?

Norm: No way!  You are so short that you 

 can not fly.

Chuck: But my duck is short and she can fly.

Tom: You are not a duck.

Chuck: The Queen is short and she can fly 

 in a jet.

Norm: You are not the Queen.

The Bear Market 15

are  try  so  go  ay
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You can cut a bit off my ___.
    
  dog dad ham

Do not let the dog lay on the ___.

  boy bed Queen

Why will he cry if we hit ___?

  him fog hop

Can you rip the top off the ___?

  yell box bed

You can fly if you ___.

  hop yell try

Why did Dad sell his red ___?

  mess  rip van

my   why   try   fly   cry
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oy    or    ay

to  do  have  give  of 

toy hay boy may

pay Roy Ray torch

say short way soy

May we feed the hay to the sheep?

This path is the way to the farm.

Roy gave his toys to Vern.

Can you give me a jar of soy?

Who will pay for my fish and chips?

Why did the boy say that?

Do you need a torch to see in the dark?

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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Roy: I need to get a lot of cash to pay 
 for a Jeep.

Fay: You are a big boy, so you can get a 
 job.

Roy: Will you give me a job?

Rick: My mum will give you a job.

Fay: Yes, you can sell toys in her shop.

Roy: Will she pay me lots of cash?

Rick: I can not say.  You will have to go 
 to her shop.

Fay: You can go with me—we can jog up 
 this way.

Roy: But you are thin, and you are quick.

Rick: My mum will not pay you if you 
 will not jog to her shop.

Fay: She will not give a job to a boy 
 who will not jog!

The Bear Market 16

to give gave my why
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weep shim weed darn

boy say day joy

goth hers shock them

tort quill perch chub

Roy pay toy lay

posh lard beet marsh

berg hack perk thorn

coy soy may ray

chick quell torch ford

hill lass net jug

Always use the cursor!

DECODING        POWER       PAGE

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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oy  ck  ay

of go are who 

Roy kick pay soy

may sack Ray toy

hay pick boy coy

Who is that boy with the bag of chips?

Why did Roy try to kick his toys?

May we go to see the Queen?

Why are you in the bath with my duck?

Pick up that jar of soy and give it to me.

Did my dad pay you for that sack of corn?

Who will go and get my toys?
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ai  or  qu

 to  + day = today
 for + got = forgot
 can + not = cannot

laid corn quit Gail 

paid fail for rain

Queen Norm wait quick

Has the Queen paid for her corn?

That hen laid an egg today.

I forgot to pay for my toys.

Why did Norm quit his job at the jail?

Gail cannot wait for her bus today.

If you are quick, you can sit by the Queen.

Your pupil should trace these word sums and then read them.  Explain 
what he has to do, but do not award a tick unless he can read all of the 

words without prompting.  

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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Roy: The Queen said that she will 
 quit her job today.

Nell: Why did she say that?

The Queen: It is a hard job, but the pay is 
 not so bad.

Roy: Have you got a lot to do?

The Queen: I have to feed my dogs and 
 give my horse her hay.

Nell: Who will be the Queen?

Roy: Can I be the Queen?

Nell: No, you are a boy.  A boy can 
 not be Queen.

Roy: Can my Mum be Queen?

The Queen: Your mum has a hard job—she 
 has a boy.

Nell: Then I will be Queen!

The Bear Market 17

of   oy   ay

sample FOR 

EVALUATION 

ONLY
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Any pupil who does not pass this test must go back to page 125.  This is 
very important—a child who is struggling will not be learning.  Contrary to 
what you would think, most children do not mind going back.  It is better 
than getting things wrong.  
If the pupil needs to go back, use a different coloured pencil for the tracing 
exercises and for ticking the boxes.

Timed reading: ‘Pass’ mark is 15 seconds per line.

Mastery Test

boy torch Beth quit

say queen fork chop

way much luck north

I need to give my toys to Mark.

If you are quick, you may feed the shark.

Do you have to pay for the fish and chips?

Roy had to go to the farm in the dark.

Why did you pay so much for that lock?

Reading accuracy: Pass mark is one mistake.
Do not prompt.  You may allow the pupil to self correct, but you cannot 
say anything except  “Try again”.  
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You are 
now ready for 

Bear Necessities A2

Dancing Bears

Well done!
you have completed

Bear Necessities A1

A 1

!



Publications from Sound Foundations
Bearing Away...is a revolutionary new synthetic phonics programme for 
pupils with complex learning difficulties.  

Dancing Bears A ... our best-selling book for pupils who have started 
to read simple CVC words but have poor decoding skills.  

Dancing Bears B ... teaches word attack skills for longer words, and more 
advanced spelling patterns.  It follows either Dancing Bears A or Bear Necessities A2.

Fast Track ... is suitable for poor decoders who have a reading age of at 
least 7½ years.

Dancing Bears C ... teaches advanced decoding skills.  It follows either 
Dancing Bears B or Fast Track. 

Apples and Pears A ... starts by introducing the pupil to correct letter 
formation and writing the sounds single-letter.  Children are taught to segment 
and spell CVC words. Unambiguous digraphs (e.g. ‘ar’ and ‘sh’) are gradually 
introduced.  Common, less predictable spelling patterns, such as he, she, we and 
my, by, why are added at a controlled rate.  The morphemic principle is introduced 
in the second half of the book and the correct use of capital letters, full stops and 
question marks is emphasised throughout.  Carefully designed distributed practise 
and varied exercises ensure that nothing is forgotten.  

Apples and Pears B ... extends the morphemic strategy, teaching the 
pupil why we drop the ‘e’ from ‘hope’ when we write ‘hoping’, but not when we 
write ‘hopeless’. It also covers the doubling rule, explaining why we double the ‘r’ 
in ‘starring’, but not in ‘starless’.  The correct use of the comma and apostrophe 
is taught; contractions are introduced. Pupils are introduced to silent ‘e’ words as 
well as a range of new spelling patterns and irregular words. 

Apples and Pears C ... teaches pupils why we change the ‘y’ to ‘i’ 
in ‘studies’, but not in ‘studying’. The emphasis now changes to words of Greek 
and Latin origin; these are highly predictable in morphology, but they cannot be 
spelled as they sound. The word ex-cept-ion-al-ly consists of five building-blocks, 
all of which can be used in many other words. This reduces the amount that must 
be memorised to an absolute minimum. 

Apples and Pears D ...We do not recommend that pupils start at this 
level. However, for older pupils it is very important to carry on with Book D because 
the number of words the pupil can spell increases enormously. The continued use 
of the morphemic strategy will enable the pupil to remember new spelling much 
more easily. 

All these books can be viewed in full at:
www.soundfoundationsbooks.co.uk


